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“There is no true life within a false life”  

This famous aphorism penned by Adorno in his Minima Moralia became a 
kind of slogan, a definitive comment on the nature of far right political 
movements, and the possibility of setting up private contentment within the 
demise of a society’s values, as played out by the major events it 
witnesses. A wave of unabashed masochist nationalism has coagulated into 
blind loathing and predatory instincts in the quest for mythical purity and 
the idea of a Hindu Rasthra. Orchestrated by the all powerful state 
machinery, buffeted by xenophobia and a carefully curated imagination of 
religious nationhood, the signs of othering pevade our everyday lives, 
normalising a language of polarisation.     

Foreword



"यिद तुम्हार ेघर के एक कमर ेमें आग लगी हो तो क्या तुम दूसर ेकमर ेमें सो सकते हो?"  

Many have asked this question with increasing persistence and intensity in 
the last few years. The poems in this collection fit into a kind of map cast in 
the shadow of this question, as seen in retrospect. Poems in this collection 
reference the city and the notion of the outsider, and social 
relationships (The Meaning of Family, Consolation), the abrogation of 
Article 370, the lockdown and atrocitiesin Kashmir (Number Portability, A 
hundred and twenty five days of solitary confinement), the government’s 
doublespeak (Golden Letters), the unbelievable resistance of the anti CAA-
NRC movement and the complex dynamics between the state, the 
protestors, activists, average citizens, common people, and the 
marginalised (Dilli Pulis: Two Movements, Salt, Prayer, Shaheen Bagh, 
Azad). Azad is a specific allusion to the Dalit leader and firebrand ideologue 
Chandra Shekhar Azad urf Ravan, and the iconic moment when he emerged 
out of the crowd after having dodged the surveillance of Delhi Police, his 
hands clutching the constitution on Jama Masjid steps. Shaheen Bagh is a 
tribute to the protest, the celebration, the festival of dissent that is Shaheen 
Bagh. Some of these poems are also an attempt to make sense of arbitrary, 
heinous acts of mob violence that were seen in the Delhi pogrom in 
February, 2020.  



The poems in this collection mark the latter half of 2019 and the first 
few months of 2020 before the onset of the Corona pandemic. Since 
then, the ruling dispensation has used the cover of this period to 
further tighten its narrative, doubling down on protestors and those 
who have been attacked during the pogrom, casting them as 
miscreants and agitators. The issue is complex, and this is not an 
analytical piece of reportage. Rather, it is a collection of songs whose 
tune echo my incomprehension, my questions, my hope.   

These poems are an attempt at communication. 



My poems are letters.  
And to you, I open  
the window of my wondering. 

Sip my words lightly,  
let the fumes tickle your nose, 
and the aftertaste settle  
as tea leaves in the diminishing 
cup of the heart. 

Read my poems  
as you would recollect  
a childhood that slipped  
as wet mud  
through tangled fingers.  

Dear Reader,



Make friends with my words.  
Let that half-smile linger before 
it widens when you feel fingers 
prying your fist open again 
behind some comma,  
or a stray detail that wasn’t  
really the turning point 
of the story. 

Write back to me then 
even if it is just to say 
that the letter has reached.



as quietly as corpses



Any moment now. You won’t know what hit you.  
You won’t hear its scuttling feet, until it rises  

with a hoarse question leaving furrowed lips.  
This city is a sickle that ploughs the darkness  

disdaining our mouths with small talk. In winter,  
delhi condenses before our wrinkled noses -  

knock kneed, cunning, entitled old fool, he smirks  
and vanishes in a puff of steam into the gathering smog.  

It’s beautiful they say. historic. the architecture. pah.  
the gardens. and the food. have you had the chaat?  

But sometimes a map is not enough. sometimes   
it helps to have you, a fellow traveller, recount the taste   

of dried blood on bitten tongue*. the memory of  
a kind word, nervous smile, offered then retracted.   

The Meaning of Family

*tipping hat to Agha Shahid Ali



like awkward children in the park who   
ask surly strangers to pass them the ball.    
 
In the manual to treat snakebites, they forget   
to mention that after the victim lies down   

with the wound below the heart, you have to find   
your own, remind yourself that it beats, this guttural   

fire that is your patience- a voice that reminds me   
that when it is cold even one layer is enough.   

that home is a prayer, a gentle hymn, a dream  
offered like hot kahwa on a cold day.  It is not your kindness.   

not the warmth you share like a carefully guarded  
secret. It is not what you taught me about trust, or giving.  

It is that fire, primordial, unapologetic, raging spume  
of relentless faith that blazes behind the curtain  

of your steady gaze. it is not your fury. but that quiet resolve   
of love that I have learnt to cherish. and unleash now.   

that is the gift that only a sister can give. 



What should I do with you, Delhi, you   
smouldering cigarette that refuses   

to go out? You sit there grinning, at the end   
of patience;  an oxford comma thrust   

unceremoniously in the midst of a shopping list  
that continues to evade completion. I’ve been looking  

for a dream. lodged in the corner of a vacant gaze, maybe.  

I’m not very choosy, but a dream that has   
found a place to die is all that you have, you say.   

your pitch is heady: brown dreamy eyes, it seems.   
eyes that have tasted tears in some exotic place.   

 
where?   

'You could have that dream', you say,  
slyly, sidestepping the question.  

'it’s a hundred years old. maybe more.  
our glorious heritage.'  

Number Portability



 
I can see the glint in your eye. I know  

that its been sitting  on your shelf  
far too long- this seemingly incongrous  

colourful trinket that has no home.  
Why is it for sale? I ask. if it is this precious?  

Suddenly taciturn, he turns away. 

I do not know what to do. I throw away my list. 
and smile sheepishly at the Kashmiri who is trying 

to get his number ported to Delhi circle. “But how will you  
receive the OTP?” the shopkeeper yells at him.  



Whatever you’ve got, we’re prepared. 
We bring our own cutlery to the table.   
We fly without wings. A carefully timed flick   
of a finger is all it would take to turn your  
rotten heart towards the ram rajya.  

Our gods are servants to our surgical  
design of society, broken algorithms  
that transliterate our conquests   
into poetry. There are thousands.   
Because vasudaiv kutumbakam. 
 
 

Golden Letters 

“Citizen Bill is historic, will be written in golden 
letters,says PM Narendra Modi at BJP meet”



We know how to count. it comes to us   
early. Numbers tell no lies. A number has  
no name, no religion. So shut your dirty liberal,  
urban naxal face. What’s wrong with a list?   

We’re only counting. We’re all honourable men.   
Our hearts bleed for the minorities, and beat with  
the wisdom of the majority. We're setting  
the son-chidiya freeeeeee  

This story of conquest over persecution,  
this paradise of compassion and brotherhood,  
this epic tale of victory  
is writ in golden letters 

“History will record Janta Curfew 
in Golden Letters says Amit Shah”



In Delhi, I saw   
an orange nucleus of fire,  
a piece broken from   
the crescent moon,  
smarting, sputtering;   
now red, carved into   
the palm of a tailor.   
the night lay writhing,  

ablaze in his eyes as he   
stepped out of the police station  
after a 7 hour rendezvous with  
pain-  

“It’s my first time”  

Dilli Pulis: Two movements* 

*with apologies to Ak Ramanujan



a few kilometres away  
in another cage, the oiled moustache   
of a havaldar waits for the student   
whose tremulous gait cradles his fear.  
his eyes gleam with the flower  
of defiance, his lips atremble  
with hope, and impertinence.  

a smile quietly makes its home  
in his eyes-  

“It’s my first time"   



Where is a slogan born? 
When does a sack of 
rice begin to speak? 

The moon laughs tonight 
as didi roasts the revolution 
in her tava, before feeding 
the hands that distribute  
pamphlets, and anger. 

We sell poems cheap, but poetry 
you can do without. What will you 
do when they steal the fire 
from your eyes? 
 
  

Salt



O, my land, 
you are salt, 
quiet confidante 
who I know by her absence. 
 
This city is a cauldron of smoke 
and fog, tear gas mixed with cigarette 
draught, exhaust fumes foldeld into smog, 
and ashes. 

I lift my head and taste the rancid 
breeze. 

The wind has changed. 



At 6 o’clock the halogen lights come on.  
broken tree stubs cast no shadows   
on chipped pavements.    

high teas resolve the mathematical frenzy  
of eyes that promise to fill you  
with the red broth of freedom.  

What kind of war allows the rain  
to clear the scene of crime,   
wash tongues with the gelatine  

of bhaichara? Neither bird, nor limb   
did satiate the appetite of the drunk;  
and yet here we are, tree-like in our  

assessment of grief. Our discourse   
scabs into sunlight shifting   
registers in the thickness of leaf.   

Consolation



this assault is boredom   
clotted into belief. tendrils,  
electric curls of inaction  

etched into relief in the slit tongues  
of those who place their darkness  
in sewers, as quietly as corpses.  

rain mixes with dust  
blood with grime  
screams with screams  

how can you find love   
in a city that knows only to knot?  



maximum restraint

Four Ghazals



This city stretches tired legs, drapes curtains   
of silence over those she disdains tonight.  

The candles are lit, dinner is ready, bring wine  
we'll marinate our anger in love tonight.  

Do you remember how we met? Did the moon  
unspool into questions as she does tonight?  

Death is no stranger to this land of fixers,  
We must be discreet in our protest tonight.  

Dogs howl at the dwindling light, tread with care as  
You tiptoe through the winding bazaar tonight.  
 

A hundred and twenty five days  
of solitary confinement



A browser window is the needle that tells   
me that it is too late for mourning tonight.  

When the soul flies from the body's cage, do not  
flinch, a heart of fire beats elsewhere tonight.  
 
A son mistakes his childhood for a stone. The   
valley is midwife to azadi tonight.  

What is this parody of separation?  
I cannot be a silent witness tonight.  

The gates of the promised land must remain shut.  
Hold my hand. Let us be gatekeepers tonight.  



Lathis knit the skin of this torn map, red rivers  
moisten angry eyes in this democracy  

What pen turns time into slogan? What dreams dance  
with fear in this courtyard of democracy?  

They unleash god into the fray, in every   
street, the stones chant bhajans to democracy  

A guttural moan grows wings, freedom takes flight.  
Load your guns with bullets of democracy  

Prayer



Tear gas is not enough, we need “maximum   
restraint”* to rehydrate this democracy  

The choreographers of this circus grease their  
palms with blood. "Let’s teach them some democracy”  

Into the trembling veins of fists that mock death,  
don’t inject the saline of democracy.  

Who watches the watchmen? Teach us patience.   
Ya Khuda, save us from this democracy  

*https://scroll.in/latest/946993/delhi-police-say-they-used-
maximum-restraint-minimum-force-at-jamia-millia-university

https://scroll.in/latest/946993/delhi-police-say-they-used-maximum-restraint-minimum-force-at-jamia-millia-university
https://scroll.in/latest/946993/delhi-police-say-they-used-maximum-restraint-minimum-force-at-jamia-millia-university


It's easier to catch a note in its descent  
as it slides into the hollow earth, now azad  
    
A name is not bestowed like a wanton seed   
in the forest blaze, it is found as Azad  

We learnt to recast the gaze of the sun.  
It takes darkness to find the light of Azad  

We began to exhume hist'ry’s corpse, we did   
not know that truth lives in the dream of azad  

We breed hope in captivity. With dissent   
as headpriest, the crowd baptises him Azad  

Azad



Between word and skin a breath slips past the crack  
of thought, retracts time, trembles into dream.  

In what language should I ask the time to give  
blessing to this perseverance of dream? 

My land is barren, the soil is dry, but the   
tiller of faith nurtures the crop of this dream  

They have kidnapped the sun from our sky, they ask  
for ransom, let our songs burst forth in this dream  

In your name there is a bird, and a garden.  
We learn flight from you, from you, we learn to dream  

Shaheen Bagh




